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Abstract.  This paper aims to propose the principles of a systems architecting method to 
assess  and  guide  the  conceptual  design  of  platform  based  solutions  for  satellite  space 
applications.  The  method  helps  the  developers  to  assess  the  platform  changeability to 
achieve future missions with a minimum impact in terms of modifications and to assess the  
platform  comprehensiveness in  terms  of  possible  missions.  Changeability attributes 
applicable to the platform aims to implement parameters like robustness, flexibility, agility,  
etc. showing the capacity of the platform to comply, fast and with minimum modifications, 
the  future  missions.  Comprehensiveness aims  to  balance  platform  comprehensiveness 
attributes in terms of missions and the platform efficiency based on the additional mass 
necessary to cover space environment requirements like altitude (drag, radiation and torque),  
satellite  pointing,  etc.  The  more  over  dimensioned,  the  less  efficient  is  the  satellite.  
Conclusions  are  that  the  method  promotes  a  great  enhancement  on  the  productivity  of 
platform based solutions conception while increasing the quality of the conceptual phase 
results.
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1 Introduction

The family of products concept became relevant with the transformation of the 
concept  of  mass  production  into  mass  customization  aiming  to  comply  with 
individual client needs [1]. The segmentation market grid based on platform was 
introduced [2] as the way to leverage the family of product across different market 
niches.  Meyer  and Utterback [3]  attempt  to  map the  evolution  of  the  product 
family based on platform by means of extensions and upgrades. The family is a set  
of similar products obtained from a common platform, given to each product the 
functionalities required by specific clients [2].

The space context has specific characteristics such as the complexity of the 
products  and  the  very low production  volume.  It  was  remarked  [4]  that  space 
products  are  designed  to  comply with  a  particular  mission,  being  the  product, 
designed for this objective contrasting with other general application in which they 
are  designed  for  market  niche.  The  space  product  referenced  in  this  paper 
corresponds  to  the  satellite,  usually  established  as  a  system.  The  satellite  is  
composed of the payload (components to implement the specific satellite mission) 
and the bus (i.e. house-keeping or services functions). The bus is usually divided 
into  sub-systems,  each  one  for  a  specific  discipline  (structure,  power, 
communication,  on board  data  handling,  etc.)  [5-8,  10-11].  Each sub-system is 
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composed  of  several  equipments  (e.g. power  sub-system: one  or  two batteries, 
solar panels, regulators, DC-DC converters, etc.). 

The space products designed according to Meyer and Lehnerd [2] premises are 
those composed of a common platform that includes usually the same components 
to all space products (satellites) and a set of specific components that characterize 
each particular product and mission. The platform for satellite is usually composed 
by all components necessary to guarantee the satellite operation (structure, thermal, 
power,  on  board  data  handling,  attitude  control,  communication  for  control 
purpose,  propulsion,  etc.).  The  mission  specific  components  include  scientific 
experiments, cameras (Earth or Sun observation), communication for the specific 
application, sensors, etc. [5-9, 11].

This paper aims to present and justify the elements of a method for assessing 
space  platform development  while  it  is  being  developed,  to  guide  the  various 
decision making points during space platform design. This paper has the following 
specific objectives:
a) To  analyze  up-to-date  efforts  on  general  application  and  space  platform 

development;
b) To explain the changeability basic elements of the method applicable to the 

space platforms;
c) To explain the comprehensiveness basic elements of the method;
d) To provide an initial idea on how these elements will be used in the method.

In  order  to  achieve  these  objectives,  this  paper  is  organized  as  following. 
Section 2 presents the general application platform effort and the current status of 
space  platform  development.  Section  3  presents  the  Changeability elements. 
Section  4  presents  the  Comprehensiveness elements.  Section  5  shows how the 
method can be built from these elements. Section 6 draws some conclusions and 
sets up some further work.

2 Development Process for Satellite Family Based on Platforms

The product family in the general context applications could be developed based 
on a set  of modular components [4,  12-13],  referred as  configurational product 
family design by some authors. Each product of the family is developed adding, 
replacing or subtracting one or more functional modules. 

Another approach is applying the scalability [14] or parametric configuration in 
which the capacity or performance of each module could be increased or reduced 
according to the customer needs.

It was proposed a methodology for product portfolio definition maximizing the 
use  of  common  components  [15].  An  approach  from  a  marketing  and  sales 
perspective  was  proposed  with  the  product  family  definition  based  on  the 
functional features associated to customers groups [16]. Additional methods based 
on the technical characteristics [17-18], with the family members defined based on 
technology, manufacturing process, design parameters, assembly process, etc were 
presented.
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As it  was  shown,  some  papers  define  the  product  family based  on  design 
methods (modularity,  platform based,  configurational or scalable),  others define 
the product family based on variety generation methods to produce product variety 
to  target  markets  and,  finally,  others  based  on technical  aspects  improving the 
product process, stock reduction, component reutilization promotion, etc.

In  the  space  context,  the  most  common  approach  is  the  independent 
development  [4],  which  means  a  product  developed  for  the  specific  mission 
requirements. The number of recurring products is very limited, usually of one or 
two units. There are some exceptions like the GPS (24 satellites) and Galileu (27 
satellites) constellations [19], where the satellites are placed in different orbits and 
phases.

The satellite platform concept was adopted by some space programs to explore 
common aspects of the products, from one mission to another. They do not have a 
complete  view  of  the  satellite  family  to  be  generated.  However,  they  aim  to 
increase the reutilization of the common part (platform) as much as possible when 
future missions are defined. 

Boas and Crawley [20] presented a very particular example of simultaneous 
development of a family of fighter planes from the requirements of the products 
(case of the Joint Strike Fighter program) and the definition of a common platform. 
They presented a second example based on the Boeing 777 family of products in 
which the initial product (the first plane of the family) is developed at the same 
time as the platform that will be the core of future planes. This approach is clearly 
the sequential development process. According to the authors, this approach has 
the inconvenience of making the first  plane a strong reference for the platform 
design  that  could  cause  problems  for  the  future  planes.  This  inconvenience  is 
mainly due to long development process and difficulties to define the different  
members of the family.

The sequential approach is often applied to the development of multi-mission 
satellite  platforms.  It  is  demonstrated  by  missions  like  Jason  1  using  CNES 
PROTEUS platform [5,  9,  21],  Demeter mission using CNES Myriade Product 
Line platform (called previously Ligne de Produits Micro-satellite [7]) [8, 22]. and 
1998, SkyMed/COSMO mission using ASI/Alenia PRIMA platform [10].

The development approach for a satellite family based on a platform imposes 
constraints in some mission parameters (e.g. orbits, pointing accuracy, available 
launchers, lifetime, mass and power limit for the payload, etc.) [9-11, 21].

3 Changeability

It was proposed a Design for Changeability – DfC  to challenge the technological 
and market dynamism [23] with a constant inclusion of new clients, as well as, the 
changing of  the products environment  (cell  phones services,  GPS,  Wi-Fi,  etc.).  
During the design phase, the possibility to change the design should be kept open 
until  as  late  as  possible.  They  considered  also  modify  the  product  during  the 
operation/utilization phases.
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The defined aspects (DfC term) [23] that  were considered applicable to the 
satellite platform design taking into account the sequential development process 
are the following:
a) Robustness  – System ability to be insensitive to the environment changes. 

This aspect is applicable considering that the platform will be used in different  
mission  with  different  launching,  space  environment  and  mission 
requirements.

b) Flexibility – System ability to be easily changed. This aspect  is applicable 
taking into account  that  it  is  expected  the  platform, that  is  the core of  all  
satellite  products,  to  have  the  ability  to  be  easily  modified  for  different  
missions of the same category (e.g. excluding Solar System missions, GEO, 
etc.). This concept was applied in PRIMA platform [10] considering yes/no 
and scalability options for the platform equipments.

c) Agility –  System ability  to  be  quickly  changed.  This  aspect  is  applicable 
considering that it is expected that products (satellites) based on a platform, 
recover the development time spent during the first mission (platform and first 
product) at each developed product and it is also expected that the time spent 
on each satellite to be lower than an independent development to make viable 
the use of a platform.

The aspects considered in the  Design for Changeability were proposed to be 
implemented  by  Basic  and  Extended  Principles.  Some  of  these  principles 
correspond  to  axioms  previously  established  [24].  The  principles  considered 
applicable to the satellite platform design taking into account the satellite family 
development approach, are the following:
a) Ideality/Simplicity – This principle aims to reduce the system complexity. 

This principle is applicable considering that all satellite projects are complex 
systems with a  lot  of  interfaces,  functions and components  integrated in  a 
limited room, with reduced mass and power consumption.

b) Independence –  This  principle  aims  to  minimize  the impact  of  change in 
design  parameters.  This  principle  is  applicable  considering  that  for  each 
mission the satellite is composed of mission specific components and platform 
common  components.  It  is  expected  that  specific  component  and  specific 
environment do not affect the platform components and the interfaces. This 
principle is adopted in the PRIMA platform design [10] with the objective of 
thermally  decoupling  the  specific  components  (payload  module)  from  the 
platform components.

c) Modularity/Encapsulation –  This  principle  aims  to  build  a  system 
architecture  that  clusters  the  system  functions  into  various  modules 
(components)  while  minimizing the coupling among them (loose coupling) 
and maximizing the cohesion within the module. This principle is applicable  
considering the specific  and platform components need to be decoupled as 
much as possible. 

d) Scalability – Ability to change the components increasing or reducing their 
capacity  or  performance  (e.g. amount  of  data  storage,  capacity  of  angular 
momentum  in  the  reaction  wheels,  etc.).  This  principle  is  applicable  to 
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increase  the  efficiency  of  the  standard  platform  for  the  different  mission 
requirements. This concept was applied in the PRIMA platform [10].

e) Integrability – Characterized by the compatibility and interoperability among 
the interfaces (proprietary or open systems) by adopting standards that enable 
to change easily the interconnected components. This principle is applicable 
mainly for the power bus and on-board data interfaces that are necessary for 
almost  all  the  components.  It  will  facilitate  the  scalability implementation. 
This principle is implemented on the on-board data handling subsystem that 
interfaces with almost all components using a standard bus [9-10, 21].

f) Decentralization –  This  principle  is  characterized  by  the  distribution  of 
control, information, resources, architecture attributes or properties among the 
components. This principle is applicable mainly to the power bus and on-board 
data handling. 

4 Mission Comprehensiveness and Platform Efficiency

In order  to assess the mission  Comprehensiveness it  is  necessary to reduce the 
scope of possible orbits. The considered orbits were based on the Myriade (CNES), 
Proteus  (CNES),  PRIMA  (ASI/ALENIA)  and  PMM  (INPE)  multi-mission 
platforms [7, 10, 11, 25]. The following criteria were considered:
a) Only circular orbits (low eccentricity) with altitudes between 400 and 1500 

km;
b) Sun-synchronous  orbits  (SSO) with  equator  crossing  time  of  6:00  am and 

10:00 am (also almost SSO);
c) Equatorial and low inclination orbits up to 25º;
d) Three orbit inclinations and three SSO with three different altitudes will be 

considered.

Four  possible  satellite  configurations  will  be  considered  all  with  a 
parallelepiped shape. Two configurations with fixed solar panels with one or two 
wings and two with rotating solar  panel with one or two wings.  The hardware 
alternatives are the following: 1) up to three torque rods sizes for each axis, 2) up  
to three propellant reservoir sizes and 3) up to three reaction wheels sizes for each 
axis.

With respect to the satellite pointing, nadir will be considered for SSO orbits 
considered and nadir and Sun for other orbits.

The following space environmental effects are considered:
a) Cumulated  radiation at  each  possible  orbit  with  impact  on  the 
component hardness in terms of krads. Mission lifetime will be considered with 
respect to the maximum lifetime of the platform. An indirect impact on mass will  
be considered based on the additional  price of  the components and the cost  to 
transport a unit of mass to the space;
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b) Aerodynamic torque due to the residual atmosphere – This will affect 
the  reaction  wheels  dimensioning  in  terms  of  angular  momentum  and  the 
increment of required mass;
c) Drag due to the residual atmosphere – This will affect the propellant 
and reservoir  to keep the orbit error lower than a specified value;
d) Use of the magnetic field to unload the reaction wheels – Dimensioning 
of the torque rods and its increment in terms of mass;
e) Static  and  dynamic  launcher  environment –  The  increment  in  the 
structure mass necessary to consider several launchers;
f) Power  required –  For  each  orbit,  pointing  and  satellite  solar  panels 
configuration, it will be determined the amount of solar panel necessary to provide 
the minimum amount of power established for the platform as well as the battery 
necessary to overcome the eclipse periods. The increment of mass necessary to 
cover all the orbits will be considered for the solar panels and batteries. 

The thermal dimensioning and the structure are not considered as part of the 
platform [8]  due  to  the  necessity to  design  for  each  specific  mission  (payload 
module for the structure), therefore it does not induce any inefficiency.

The launching window with respect to the solar flux cycle was not considered 
as inefficiency due to the necessity of the platform to be ready to launch at any 
time in the solar cycle.

5 Elements of the method to be developed

Considering  the  basic  development  approach,  the  method  shall  implement 
Changeability in such a way the platform will be designed with the capacity to be 
quickly adapted for future and unknown missions.  Changeability will provide to 
the platform designer,  at  the initial  design phase,  enough information about the 
robustness,  flexibility  and  agility  of  the  platform.  Based  on  the  Changeability 
aspects and principles, the method will implement objective parameters based on 
the satellite configuration.

The method shall implement also the Comprehensiveness (in terms of missions) 
and the corresponding platform efficiency to provide to the platform designer, at 
the initial design phase, enough information to decide how much to pay in terms of 
efficiency, to implement the Comprehensiveness. 

For Comprehensiveness implementation, the method shall implement a limited 
number  of  cases  in  terms  of  orbits,  pointing  and  satellite  configurations, 
considering  those  more  applicable.  It  shall  also  consider  some  premises  (orbit  
maximum  error,  reaction  wheels  and  torque  rods  dimensioning,  etc.)  and  the 
implementation of the scalability to give to the designer, an easy way to increase  
the  platform  efficiency.  The  method  will  consider  as  objective  parameter  to 
implement the Comprehensiveness the worst/least case of equipment mass, directly 
or indirectly, 
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The  method  also  shall  receive  inputs,  from  the  platform  designer,  such  as 
lifetime,  mass,  inertia,  surface of the solar  panels,   for Comprehensiveness and 
satellite architecture definitions and the qualification process for Changeability.

The method to be developed shall be easily implemented (spreadsheet or simple 
program) without the necessity to perform simulations to assess the platform. The 
simulations will be performed during the method design phase for all considered 
cases.

6 Conclusions and further work

Section  2  presented  the  effort  to  develop  the  platform  concept  for  general  
application  and  also  concluded  the  development  approach  applied  on  the 
development  of  space  platforms.  Section  3  presented  the  Changeability basic 
elements  applied  to  the  space  platforms  derived  from  the  general  application 
platform  concept.  Section  4  presented  the  basic  Comprehensiveness elements 
developed,  based  on the  application scope of  some existing or  in  development 
satellite  platforms.  Section  5  presented  the  initial  idea  of  the  method 
implementation. The Sections 2 to 5 have presented and justified the elements of 
the method to assess space platform during the development phase.  As conclusion, 
the main and specific objectives presented in the Section 1 were achieved by this  
paper.

To finalize the method development,further work is necessary. With respect to 
Changeability, it is necessary to define objective parameters to assess the platform. 
These parameters will cover the platform architecture (e.g for the independence 
principle a bonus will be given to the architecture that implements a standard bus 
for data handling) and the qualification plan (e.g. for robustness a bonus will be 
given  to  the  qualification  plan  that  covers  a  significant  number  of  different  
environment  scenarios).  With respect  to  Comprehensiveness,  it  is  necessary to 
perform  several  simulations  and  verify  the  mass  impact  on  the  platform 
components. 

Finally it  is  necessary to produce two measures,  one for  Changeability and 
another for the Comprehensiveness.
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